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Abstract
One of the main problems related to AIDS, is lack of control, lack of identification and early treatment of this disease.
Today physicians more than anything, control the disease relying on their experience and knowledge and timeconsuming and complex experiments, nevertheless, human errors are inevitable. In this study, a new approach for control
(treatment) of AIDS based on patient entry drug is proposed. This paper investigated AIDS’s dynamic model such that
couple inputs (RTI1 and PI2) have been simplified by one input and finally by using linearization around operating
point, the dynamic model linearized only with one input. Finally, by applying control signal to the disease by using direct
adaptive control (STR 3), the disease can be controlled adaptively as the patient's condition is not worse and controlled.
The proposed system by combining these methods waiting for dynamic attribute in terms of composition and interaction
to high matching accuracy is able to reach small amounts and a substantial sum of squared errors SSE4, mean absolute
error and mean square error MAE5 MSE6. The present methods, despite on high precision, are time-consuming and
expensive. By comparing this method and those methods, we will discover accuracy and efficiency of these methods.

Keywords: AIDS, diseases, Adaptive Control, Self Tuning Regulator.

1. Introduction
Treatment of human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) remains a major challenge. About three
decades ago, HIV began to spread worldwide at an
alarming rate. It is reported that in 2007, 33.2 million
people were living with HIV/AIDS, 2.5 million
people were newly infected and 2.1 million people
died due to development of AIDS [1]. Significant
progress has been made in the treatment of HIV
* Corresponding author. Email: Mohammad_fiuzy@elec.iust.ac.ir

infected patients, resulting in improved quality of life
and greater longevity. Nowadays, thanks to advances
in drugs development and their combination in ‘‘drug
cocktails’’, most of the patients maintain undetectable
viral load and safely high T-cell count for several
years. Most of the currently available anti-HIV drugs
fall into one of two categories: Reverse Transcriptase
Inhibitors (RTIs) and Protease Inhibitors (PIs). From
a system theoretic approach, these families of drugs
represent independent ‘‘control inputs’’. On one hand,
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RT inhibitors prevent HIV RNA from being
converted into DNA, thus blocking integration of the
viral code into the target cell. On the other hand,
protease inhibitors affect the viral assembly process in
the final stage of the viral life cycle, preventing the
proper cutting and structuring of the viral proteins
before their release from the host cell. Highly Active
Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) is the most
prevalent treatment strategy for HIV infected patient.
It uses two or more drugs, typically one or more RTI
and one PI. However, these drugs have a number of
side effects on vital human functions. Thus, HIV
treatment methods have drawn attention from the
biomedical and control engineers societies and many
control methods have been reported for HIV
treatment. The dynamic multidrug therapy problem is
modeled in ref. [3] as an optimal control model that
maximizes the inhibition of HIV. In ref.[4], finite
horizon open loop control tools are applied to an HIV
chemotherapy model using an objective function
based on a combination of maximizing T-cells count
and minimizing the systemic cost of chemotherapy.
Continuous-time feedback control used in refs. [2,5–
8]suppresses the viral load to undetectable levels
while in refs.[9,10]model predictive control is
performed. In ref. [13] gradual reduction of drug dose
is shown to boost the immune response. In refs. [11,
12] the possibility of a long term non progress or
(LTNP) is demonstrated. The previous studies
developed several new approaches in the control of
the HIV infection. Although sophisticated, these
control schemes are not yet ready to be applied in
real-life monitoring of patients because they do not
provide a discrete-time drug posology but rather a
continuous-time optimal control stated in terms of
abstract mathematical parameters hardly interpreted
by clinicians. This paper includes basic
pharmacokinetics (PK) and pharmaco dynamics (PD)
principles in the design of nonlinear control laws to
reduce the gap between purely theoretical control
laws and real clinical drug dosing. Furthermore, the
majority of existing studies consider the HIV

dynamics as a system with two independent control
inputs, each input being related to one of the two drug
types i.e. RTIs and PIs. To the best of our knowledge,
this assumption is not confronted to real clinical data.
In Section2, the AIDS/HIV has been explained. In
section 3 the third order basic model of the HIV
dynamics is presented. Section 4 Problem of HIV
model explained. Section 5 describes the
identification technique used in the paper. In next
sections, respectively, control Input, Linearization and
Adaptive Controller has been explained, and finally
simulation and result presented.
2. Aids
AIDS; or the human immunodeficiency virus, or
HIV, is the virus that causes HIV infection. During
HIV infection, the virus attacks and destroys the
infection-fighting CD4 cells of the body’s immune
system. Loss of CD4 cells makes it difficult for the
immune system to fight infections. Acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome, or AIDS, is the most
advanced stage of HIV infection. HIV is transmitted
(spread) through the blood, semen, genital fluids, or
breast milk of a person infected with HIV. Having
unprotected sex or sharing drug injection equipment
(such as needles and syringes) with a person infected
with HIV are the most common ways HIV is
transmitted. You can’t get HIV by shaking hands,
hugging, or closed mouth kissing with a person who
is infected with HIV. And you can’t get HIV from
contact with objects such as toilet seats, doorknobs,
dishes, or drinking glasses used by a person infected
with HIV. Even though it takes many years for
symptoms of HIV to develop, a person infected with
HIV can spread the virus at any stage of HIV
infection. Detecting HIV early after infection and
starting treatment with anti-HIV medications before
symptoms of HIV develop can help people with HIV
live longer, healthier lives. Treatment can also reduce
the risk of transmission of HIV. Antiretroviral therapy
(ART) is the recommended treatment for HIV
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infection. ART involves taking a combination
(regimen) of three or more anti-HIV medications
daily. ART prevents HIV from multiplying and
destroying infection-fighting CD4 cells. This helps
the body fight off life-threatening infections and
cancer. ART can’t cure HIV, but anti-HIV
medications help people infected with HIV live
longer, healthier lives. [14]
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Table 1
HIV basic model Interaction
Biological description

Translation
to reactions

Reaction
rate

CD$+T cells production

0→T

S

CD4+T cell natural death

T→0

D

CD4+T cells become infected by
virus

T+V → I+V

β

Infected CD4+T cell death

I→0

μ

Virus replication infected
CD4+T cells

I → I+V

k

Virus natural death

V→0

c

Translation
to ODE

Now, according to Table 1 and Section 2, the
complete ODE model, which is sum of contributions
from all reactions, is as follows:
Fig. 1. AIDS Cell

.

x1  s   x1   x1 x3

3. Dynamical System

.

x 2   x1 x3   x 2

(1)

.

Model For the purposes of this investigation, we
will ex-pound on the model of Perelson et al. [15].
The model in its original form will be given first, so
that the more complicated version shown later may be
seen as a very simple extension.
3.1. Dynamic Model
The target cells of HIV infection are lymphocyte
helper cells, specially CD4+T cells. These cells
become infected and begin to produce free virions.
The main fact about HIV infection is reducing the
count of CD4+T cells, which have an essential role in
protecting body against different pathogens. So it is
important to understand the dynamics of CD4+T cell
count as a function of time. In HIV infection basic
model, three groups of molecules are considered;
Uninfected CD4+T cells (T), infected CD4+T cells (I)
and viral load (V). Biological descriptions, translation
to reactions and corresponding ODE’s are presented
in Table 1.

x3  k x 2  C x3

4. Properties of HIV Model
There are two advantages to show the virus
propagation in HIV disease, by the basic model (1).
1) From medical point of view, one important
subject is the relative steady viral level during the
asymptomatic stage of an HIV infection. This level is
called “set-point”. When body reaches this level,
immune system develops HIV antibodies and begins
to attempt to fight the virus. The higher the viral load
of the set point, the faster the virus will progress to
full blown AIDS (See [16]). It can be shown that setpoint is the amount of V, in the equilibrium of virus
depicted by the model (1) that is:
V* 

ks

c



d



(2)

2) It can be seen that a model of such a simple
nature is able to adequately reflect the disease
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progression from the initial infection to an
asymptomatic stage after the set-point is reached (See
[9az ICA 2010]).

If we show the impact of drugs on the model,
equations (2) become equation (3).
.

x1  S   x1   3x1 x3

5. Parameter Identification

.

(3)

x 2   x1 x3  x 2
.

According to identifiability theory presented in
ref.[17], the 3D model (1) is algebraically identifiable
from output measurements, namely the viral load (V)
and the total CD4 count (T+T*) [18–20]. The
identification of all the parameters of the 3D model
from standard clinical data was first introduced in ref.
[21].This approach was based on the nonlinear
simplex optimization method. A new estimation
method was introduced in ref.[22].It is based on a
Monte-Carlo approach which is heuristic and relies
also on the simplex optimization algorithm. This
method enables having stable and robust results even
for ill-conditioned problems as it is the case for HIV
dynamics. It is implemented in software available at
[23]. The estimations results presented in Section 4.2
were directly obtained with this software. The reader
can refer to refs. [24, 20-22] for further details on the
identification technique.
6. Control Input
Usually, HIV / AIDS treatment takes place by
some drugs known as RTI and PI. RTI, Inhibit
produces new viruses by preventing recursive
transcription (transcription reverse) of Viruses' RNA
and turn it into their DNA, also slow infestation of
process. Research shows that, the major impact of
RTI is on the β parameters in model which used in
[25-29]. On the other hand, PIs can effect on Viruses
natural cycle life by prevent virus maturation process.
As a result, new viruses lose the ability of infestation.
Of course, PI's can Influence K parameter. S, δ, μ and
C Parameters, according to their biological nature, do
not affect process of treatment and medications [30].

x 3  k x 2  Cx3

In which
k  (1   PI )



,

k

introduce as

  (1   RTI )

and

. Such that  RTI ,  PI respectively reflects

the impact of RI and PI. Thus, according to equation
(2), mentioned system is a double-entry system.
Considering the each amount of two prescribed
medications, respectively, the new model obtained by
equation (4).
x1  s  x1   (1  1 )  x 1 x 3
x 2   (1  1 )  x 1 x 3   2 x 2
x 3   (1   2 ) kx 2  1 x 3

(4)

According to research [31], u1 = 0.68 u u2 = 0.50
indicates the effect of each two types of drugs. They
have no unit, and have real numbers between 0 and 1.
If we do not use any medicine, put 0 related into their
parameters. If any is used, equal by mentioned
parameters (by effective drug parameter) which
announced by its production company. However, no
drug can completely eliminate HIV. Therefore every
drug has partial effects on viruses and T lymphocytes.
The effectiveness of each drug is equal by relative
ability of T lymphocytes to destroy virus and patients.
Effectiveness of prescribed medicines, displayed
respectively, by the w and p parameters in reducing
number of HIV contaminated T lymphocytes.
7. Linearization at Equilibrium Point
Based on obtained Characteristics of equation (4),
the final equation, with its so-called equilibrium point
or equilibrium condition, by some method can obtain
non-linear function properly, one of these methods is
Taylor series (with a few basic) by having trim point.
In order to linearize general nonlinear systems, we
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will use the Taylor Series expansioon of functioons.
Coonsider a fuunction f(x) of a single variable x, and
0. In this
suuppose that is a pointt such that
caase, the pointt is calledd an equilibriium point off the
syystem ˙
, since we
w have ˙x = 0 when x =
(i..e., the systeem reaches an
a equilibriuum at ). Reecall
thhat the Tayloor Series exxpansion of f(x) around the
pooint is givven by equation (5):


f ( x) 


n0

f ( n) x0
f ' ( a)
( x  x 0 ) n  f ( a) 
( x  a)
1!
n!

(5)

For examplle, to show how
h
the Tayylor series work
w
inn linearizationn, we focus on hanging pendulum
p
isssue.
Thhe pendulum
m has releassed with initial angle θ by
prresence the friction
fr
in this case (Figurre 2).

F 2. hanging pendulum by frictiion
Fig.

The device equivalent, with
w the pressence of fricttion
beecomes equaation (6).
  0.5  siin   0



 (0)  ;  1   f ( x, t )  
2
x1   ; x 2  



0
.
5

x
sin
x
2
1





x2

(6)

Linear respponse of the system aggainst speecches
innput, marked in Figure (3)

The
T new moodel of diseasse presented in Equationn 3,
is highly
h
nonliinear. Thus based on Taylor series to
useeful trim pooint, (x1(0), x2(0), x3(0
0)) , Transfer
Maatrix (A1) andd Input Matrix (B1) have been gainedd.
x1 (0)  240, x 2 (0)  21.6, x3 (0)  9.278
  0.027
10
B1   0  A1   0.007
 0
 0 

0
 0.24
5 w
50

 0.001
19 
0.0019 
 2.4 

The other hand,
h
the output should
d be optimuum
meeans:
 x1 
y  1000 100 0  x 2   0 u
 x3 

According to
t medical cconstraints which
w
preferrred
oveer mathemaatical modells constrain
nts, prescribbed
dru
ugs ratio in thhe calculatioon of both drrugs separateely
hass worth moree. Therefore,, the amountt of medicatiion
Nu
umber 1 (u1) is chosen as a base. The
T amount of
meedication 2 (u2) is calcullated based on the form
mer.
Theerefore, if a parameter related to the
t amount of
meedication thaat is equal too p, then we
w have a raatio
equ
ual to w is w to p. In ordder to illustrrate benefits of
pro
oposed mathhematical m
model, the model
m
must be
stab
ble. Thereforre, it must be determined
d in a w rangge,
wh
hich takes staability of sysstem. To ach
hieve this gooal,
we use Routhh Horowitz benchmark
k. In criteriion
equ
uation, charracteristic equation iss defined as
dett [A- I ] . In ge
eneral, third order system
m characterisstic
equ
uation considdered by relaationship (7)::
3  a 2 2  a1  a 0  0

2

(7)

x1

1.5

x2

Coefficientss are constannt that depeend on systeem
parrameters. The correspondding characteeristic equatiion
to equation
e
(8) is:

Real x1
data x2

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
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Fig. 3. original variable response and liberalized variable responsee

3  2.672  (0.65  0.1 w)  (0.016 0.0022 w)a0  0

(8)

300
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F
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If Routh Horowitz criterion used
u
in beelow
poolynomial,


 0 . 64  0 . 1 w  0  w  6 . 4 


 0 . 0016  0 . 002 w  0  w  8 
 0 . 65  0 . 1 w  0  w  6 . 5 
 0  w  6 .4




(9)

The regionn of 0 < w <6.4 is achieved,
a
whhich
coorresponds to
t amount of negative Eigen vaalue
traansfer matrixx system. W After determ
mining the state
s
sppace systems for equationn (10) are connverted.
x  Ax  Bu
y  Cx  Du

(10)

w
can traack
adaaptive controoller can be designed, which
thee response tiime with esttimating the system moddel
meeanwhile. Acccording to this, we will
w design the
t
RL
LS-STR for this
t
problem
m. In the reg
gression moddel
(10
0), the orderrs are taken as p = 2, q = 2. Suchh a
cho
oice for the orders
o
can m
maintain the tracking effe
fect
and
d hold the complexity
c
oof the probllem. Then LSL
STR is implem
mented by ((12)–(19). In
n this episoode
we're going to design a Dirrect Adaptiv
ve controller by
using pole placcement and zzero removall. As we knoow,
in this way, noo need to syystem param
meters estimaate,
Dio
ophantine equation
e
sollving even not get the
t
con
ntroller parrameters. Inn this waay, controlller
parrameters are estimated diirectly by RL
LS as shownn in
Fig
gure (4).

System traansfer function, derived as a param
meter
byy equation (99) easily. Of course, for thhis purpose, can
bee used by MATLAB® software which ressults
sppecified in thhe equation (111).
y
y(s)
u
u(s)

 G( s ) 

2
(10  (25000000 w + 1273450 w + 288000))
2
(755000 w + 330881 w + 7776)
7

(10  (1197450 w - 8400))
2
(
(755000
3
 w + 330881
 w + 77766)

(11)

Fig. 4. Self Tuning Regulator or Direct Adaptiv
ve Controller

After that, the adaptiive control system, whhich
dyynamically varies
v
depennding on thee input, throough
addaptive contrrol (Direct STR) input is applied, the
ouutput of dynaamics a certtain number of diseased and
heealthy cells are
a controlledd.

0
  0.027

A1   0.007  0.24
 0
50  

 0.0019 

0.0019
0

 2.4 

(112)

By applyingg a given iinput (5) wh
hich has thrree
step
ps, change thhe dynamics of the system
m.
3.5
u

8. Adaptive Self Tuningg Regulator

2.5
A m p litu d e

In order to
t see the effectiveness of adaptive
w use and the
coontroller bassed on RLS--STR, we will
addaptive conntroller baseed on RLS-STR conntrol
algorithms to regulate thhe integratedd resource and
traack perform
mance: In many real problems, the
workload cannnot be meeasured real time or even
e
caannot be meeasured. Forr such cases, the predicctive
coontrol methood cannot be applied. However, the

3

2

1.5
1
0.5
0

0
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Fig. 5. R
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In discrete mode, transfer function is obtained by
0.1 seconds sampling time that relationship between
input and output will become by (15, 14, and 13).
However, relationship between input and output in
discrete mode for each of the three intervenes
following links will become by (16, 17 and 18).
y ( n )  1 .944 y ( n  1)  0 .948 y ( n  2 ) 
1 .996 u ( n  1)  1 . 9 u ( n  2 )

(13)

y ( n )  2 .56 y ( n  1)  2 .156 y ( n  2 ) 
0 .5866 y ( n  3 )  1 .996 u ( n  1)  3 .141 u ( n  2 )  1 .176 u ( n  3 )

(14)

31

Fig. 6. RLS Algorithm

Where ˆ is unknown parameters vector, e is error
between estimated output and vector of actual system
output, P is covariance matrix, control signal
calculated by equation (20)
yt   R *u f t  d 0   S * y f t  d 0 

y ( n )  2.575 y ( n  1)  2.162 y ( n  2 ) 
0.586 y ( n  3 )  1.996 u ( n  1 )  3 .152 u ( n  2 )  1 .176 u ( n  3 )

(15)

uf 
yf 

From these relationships, we use during program
execution to update function. In design direct STR
algorithm data is A0 B m Am d 0 . The desired system
transfer functions due to compatibility condition for
relations (16, 17 and 18) have been considered.

d0  1

(16)

1
A0 (q 1 ) Am (q 1 )
1
A0 (q 1 ) Am (q 1 )

u (t )

(20)

y (t )

y(t) is system output at time t where is equal by a
multiple of control signal in addition by output
filtered signal. As uf is filtered control signal and yf
will be equal to filleted output signal. According to
Figure 4 summarizes of direct STR algorithm is
followed as:
1- Data information : Am, B m , A0 , d 0

deg Am  deg A

(17, 18)

deg Bm  deg B

The identification algorithm is called Recursive
Least square estimation algorithm, relations used in
RLS method is determined in (19).
ˆ  ˆ(t  1)  k (t )e(t )
T

( t ) p ( t  1) ( t )]

y (t )  R * u f (t d 0 )  S * y f (t  d 0 ) and RLS  ˆ

3-

Rˆ * u  T * u c  Sˆ * y , (T *  A *0 Am )

4- Repeat again

8.1. Parameter Identification by RLS:

k ( t )  p ( t ) ( t )  p ( t  1) ( t )[  I  

2-

1

e ( t )  y ( t )   T ( t )ˆ ( t  1 )

The reason for using this algorithm can be simply
reduce the size of its calculation noted. During the
execution of this program will be used to update the
y  n  function [32].

(19)

p ( t )  [ I  k ( t )  T ( t )] p ( t  1 ) / 

Of course, display of system is specified in form (6),
mainly incoming and outgoing system data give to RLS
algorithm until parameter identified.

9. Simulation and Result
In this section we discuss the evaluation and
simulation of proposed system. Applied input to the
system, will be in Figure (7).
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The Value of 'u' for Command Signal
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Fig. 7. Reference for Dynamic Adpting
Fig. 10. control signal for each input

In the first part the output of system will look for
changes in basic mode, because of change dynamics of
the system. By applying step, the dynamics will change
the system displays the output, and error control signal
in form (8) for only one entry will be displayed.

Error for 'e' or u

r signal

r signal

r signal

Output of Direct STR for first state of input

r signal
Control Signal

0
0
0

5

0

5

0

5

0

0

0

0

error Signal

Fig. 11. error signal for each input

F ig. 8. output signal, control signal and error signal for first signal

In this section, reference input is x = 0,1,3, by applying
dynamic entry, will have an impact in three section,
certainly with regard to the three input output system (9),
the control signal (10) and its error is specified in (11).

In three forms (8, 9, and 10) output values
obtained, reference output, size and control signals as
well as signals for input errors that changed dynamics
of system was found to be limited, given well-known
figures 8-10 proposed system has optimal
performance due to input. Finally histogram of error
specified is figure (13).
This is the Error Histogram by Gaussain Model

3000

Output of Direct STR for Total state or ym and y

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
-12

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2
8

Fig. 12. error histogram
0
0

5

0
0

0

0

0
0

0

Fig. 9. Controlled output and Reference for each input

0

It is well known that performance was perfect
because it revolves around zero point error has been
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repeated many times. In order to study and
performance system tracking, output or reference, we
use following parameters, first parameter is MAE3 or
mean absolute error (equation (21)), SSE4 parameter
or sum of square errors (equation (22)) and third
parameter mean square error (equation (23)) or MSE5
have been checked, and result in the formation (13)
has been determined.
MSE 
MAE 

1
n

1
n

n

 (y
i 1

 yi )2

(21)

n



i 1

( yi  y i )

n

SSE 

i

 ( yi 

yi) 2

(23)

Error value

i 1

(22)

E

E
ameter

E
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10. Conclusion
Based on real clinical data, the analysis of the
impact of antiretroviral therapy on the HIV dynamics
shows that the system is essentially a single input
system in the sense that one single parameter is
mostly affected by the drugs. After system
identification (RLS) the single input model, parameter
identified, and then controller based on system
identification and control rule, adapted output to
reference. In this paper, the parameter of the basic
model of HIV/ AIDS is estimated only by
measurement of the CD4+T cells and the viral load
count. Since the suggested models for HIV, or
infectious diseases like consumption, cholera,
influenza and etc., have unknown parameters which
should be estimated, one can use the proposed method
in this paper to estimate the parameters of such
models. One of the most important kinds of drug
treatments for HIV immunotherapy is assumed. One
can investigate the effects of other drugs, like
Protease enzyme inhibitors in preventing AIDS
progression. In these cases, one can use the STR
controller method for solving such adaptive control
problems.

Fig. 13. errors bar

Of course, to enhance system performance,
convergence parameters in figure (14) displayed, as
well as the convergence it can be decided.
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